Ref: WMD/WMFT/VSD – 78/2020 - 21/11325

Subject: Tender Enquiry for Minor Fabrication Work

Sealed quotations are invited by for and on behalf of President of India by Dy. Plant Supdt (L), WMFT, WMD, BARC, Trombay, Mumbai from eligible contractors to carry out the work described below.

Description of work: Supply and installation of HMPS and flush door at, WMFT, WMD, Trombay, Mumbai – 400 085

Enquiries will be issued to the eligible contractors from 06/11/2020 to 18/11/2020 between 1000 to 1600hrs on all working days. Last date of submission of sealed quotation is 18/11/2020 up to 1200hrs. The sealed quotation will be opened on the same day at 1430hrs in the office of Dy PS (L), WMFT.

Period of job completion: 90 days from the date of issue of work order

1. Sealed quotations should be submitted only through registered/speed post through Indian Postal Service. Envelopes containing quotations should be super scribed by Ref No., Due date and Name of work, sealed and addressed to Dy Plant Supdt (L), ETP Building, DEED Complex, BARC, Trombay, Mumbai - 400 085.
2. The vendor will have to visit site to understand the quantum of work. Quotations without site visit will not be evaluated. The work should be as per the technical specification given.
3. The quotations are to be sent only in printed letter head/quotation format, which should consist of GST Registration No., PAN number of the firm. Taxes shall be quoted separately.
4. The offer shall be valid for a period of 30 days from the date of opening and the quoted amount shall remain firm during the period of execution.
5. The contractor’s Engineers, supervisor, workers etc should have valid PVC (Police Verification Certificate) to work inside BARC.
6. Work completion period – 90 days from the date of issue of work order. Payment will be made after completion of work
7. Chief Superintendent, WMD, BARC, Mumbai reserves the right to reject any or all quotations without assigning any reason thereof.
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